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1.Connect: 



Female directors. 

1.Mary Harron 

2.Kathryn Bigelow 

3.Lynne Ramsay 

4.Sofia Coppola 



2.Well! Beatniks! 

That fortnight Allen and I hung out, yacking nineteen to the dozen about poetry, 

politics and so on. He was what I call ‘the real thing’, and his stay was entirely 
joyful. One night we threw a party for his 39th birthday, which ______________ 

and Pattie Boyd attended with _______________ and Cynthia . Allen was fairly 
drunk by the time they arrived, and greeted them wearing nothing but boxer 

shorts on his head and a do not disturb sign hung on his penis.___________ 

winced at this and left shortly afterwards, _______ hissing at Allen, ‘You don’t 
do that in front of the birds.’ It was their loss. 
 

This was from a famous interview in which Allen Ginsberg was praised for this 

deranged act, by Michael Horovitz. 

That was the Beat Generation.What can we do? :P 
 

 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/4713954/Dad-was-a-hypocrite.-He-could-talk-about-peace-and-love-to-the-world-but-he-could-never-show-it-to-his-wife-and-son.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/4713954/Dad-was-a-hypocrite.-He-could-talk-about-peace-and-love-to-the-world-but-he-could-never-show-it-to-his-wife-and-son.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/4713954/Dad-was-a-hypocrite.-He-could-talk-about-peace-and-love-to-the-world-but-he-could-never-show-it-to-his-wife-and-son.html


The Beatles  

George Harrison 

John Lennon 



3. 

X was an English short-story writer,poet and novelist chiefly remembered for 

his tales and poems of British soldiers in India and his tales for children.He was 

born in Bombay,in the Bombay Presidency of British India,and was taken by his 

family to England when he was five year old.In 1907,he was awarded the Nobel 
Prize in Literature,making him the first English-language writer to receive the 

prize,and to date he remains its youngest recipient.He declined the British Poet 

Laureateship and kinghthood. 



Rudyard Kipling 



4. 

This is the present day photo of 21 

year old Spencer Elden who is not at 

all famous for anything today.But 

when he was 3 months old,he was 
cast in something which is still 

considered iconic and was apparently 

the unwitting star of a breakthrough 

feature-one that would catapult the 
artists to superstardom.What was it? 

 





5. 

Who is Anthony Hopkins aka Hannibal Lecter writing to ? 

 

Your perfor a e as _______ as the est a ti g I ha e see  - 
ever. 

This work of yours is spectacular - absolutely stunning. What is 

extraordinary, is the sheer power of everyone in the entire 

production. What was it? Five or six years in the making? From 

what started as a black comedy, descended into a labyrinth of 

blood, destruction and hell. It was like a great Jacobean, 

“hakespearia  or Greek Tragedy.  

 



Bryan Cranston 



6. 

Four Indian actors are collectively referred to as the “Walking Acting school of 
India”. Three of them are here.Name the fourth. 



Pankaj Kapoor 



7.Friend or foe 

The name of which fictional character in Arabic literally 

translates as “The Demon’s Head”?.His high status as a 
supervillain has also caused him to come into conflict with 

Superman and other superheroes in the DC Universe.He 

belongs to the collective of adversaries that make up the 

rogues gallery. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DC_Universe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Batman_Family_adversaries#Classic_Rogues_Gallery


Ra’s Al Ghul 



8. 

In June 2011, a Chilean judge ordered that an investigation 

be launched, following suggestions that X had been killed 

during the Pinochet regime for his pro- Allende stance and 

political views. X's driver, Manuel Araya, stated that doctors 

administered poison as the poet was preparing to go into 

exile. In December 2011 Chile's Communist Party asked 

Chilean Judge Mario Carroza to order the exhumation of 

the remains of X. 



Pablo Neruda 



Anime PB 



1) 
•____  is a Japanese slang word meaning "short person" or "small child". The word 

has gained currency among fans of manga and anime. Its meaning is of someone or 

some animal that is small in stature. It can be translated as "little", but is not used 

the same way as chiisana (tiny, small, little in Japanese) but rather cute. 

•A prototypical example of the former usage in the original Japanese which 

brought the term to the attention of Western fans is ____, a pet name for the 

diminutive daughter of Sailor Moon formed from ____ Usagi ("Little Rabbit"). 

•In English-speaking anime and manga fandom (otaku), the term ____ has mostly 

been conflated with the "super deformed" style of drawing characters with 

oversized heads or it can be used to describe child versions of characters. 

 







Chibi 
•Chibi is a Japanese slang word meaning "short person" or "small child". The 

word has gained currency among fans of manga and anime. Its meaning is of 

someone or some animal that is small in stature. It can be translated as 

"little", but is not used the same way as chiisana (tiny, small, little in 

Japanese) but rather cute. 

•A prototypical example of the former usage in the original Japanese which 

brought the term to the attention of Western fans is Chibi, a pet name for the 

diminutive daughter of Sailor Moon formed from Chibi Usagi ("Little Rabbit"). 

•In English-speaking anime and manga fandom (otaku), the term Chibi has 

mostly been conflated with the "super deformed" style of drawing characters 

with oversized heads or it can be used to describe child versions of 

characters. 

 



2) 
•We all know what Tsunderes are. Makise Kurisu from Steins;Gate and 

Tohsaka Rin from the Fate universe are prime examples. 

•What I a t is the ea i g of the ter  Ya dere , a other part of the 
–dere family. 

•Examples of Yanderes include Gendo Ikari from Neon Genesis 

Evangelion, Mao and Nina Einstein from Code Geass, Misa Amane 

from Death Note, Yuno Gasai from Future Diary, Lucy from Elfen Lied, 

and  Iggy from Ergo Proxy. 

These should be sufficient for you to take a guess. 

 





A common term in otaku 

fandom, a yandere is a 

person (usually female) 

romantically obsessed with 

someone to the point of 

using violent means to get 

them in their arms. Often 

seen with a sharp weapon 

and a psychotic grin. 

 



3) 
•X is the Japanese term for self-published works, usually magazines, manga or novels. X 

are often the work of amateurs, though some professional artists participate as a way to 

publish material outside the regular industry.  

•X are made by artists or writers who prefer to publish their own materials. Since the 

1980s, the main method of distribution has been through regular X conventions, the 

largest of which is called Comiket (short for "Comic Market") held in the summer and 

winter in Tokyo's Big Sight. 

•X creators who based their materials on other creators' works normally publish in small 

numbers to maintain a low profile from litigation. This makes a talented creator's or 

circle's X a coveted commodity as only the fast or the lucky will be able to get them 

before they sell out. 

•Those ho e see  Ge shike  a d Ge shike :Nidai e ould ha e had gi e  the a s er 
by now. 

 





Doujinshi 



4) 
X is set in an imaginary time between the Edo and Meiji periods, featuring some 19th-
century technology but with Japan still as a "closed country". The story features ubiquitous 
creatures called ______that often display what appear as supernatural powers. It is implied 

that there are many more lifeforms more primitive than "normal" living things such as 
animals, plants, fungi and bacteria, and _____is the most primitive of all.  
Due to their ethereal nature most humans are incapable of perceiving ______and are 
oblivious to their existence, but there are a few who possess the ability to see and interact 
with ______. One such person is Ginko, the main character of the series, who calls himself 
an occult detective. He employs himself as a _____Master (X), traveling from place to 
place to research _____and aid people suffering from problems caused by them. 
A historical and supernatural seinen slice of life series with ratings as 8.80( first season) 
and 8.81 (second season) on myAnimeList, this is a must watch show for everybody. 
The plot of the series, in short, can be said to be similar to Mononoke (not to be confused 
with Mononoke-hime/Princess Mononke; that’s a Ghibli film.) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edo_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meiji_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sakoku
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supernatural




Mushi-shi 



5) 
In the Dragonball Universe, the following is an exhaustive list(i n 

this order) of what? 

Fangs the Vampire( defeats Krillin; just another day for Krillin) 

Defeated by Upa and Puar 

See-Through the Invisible Man 

Defeated by Master Roshi’s Nose-bleed and Yamcha 

Bandages the Mummy (defeats Yamcha) 

Defeated by ____ 

Spike the Devil Man 

Defeated by ____ 

Mysterious Fox Mask Man / Grandpa Gohan 

Defeated by ____(surrendered) 





List of Fortuneteller Baba’s 
five opponents Goku had to 

fight to pay the fees to find 

the Dragonball’s location. 



6) 
X (italian for ‘ruckus’)is a series told from multiple points of view,and is mostly set 
within a fictional United States during various time periods, most notably the 

Prohibition era. It focuses on various people, including alchemists, thieves, thugs, 

Mafiosi and Camorristi, who are unconnected to one another. After an immortality elixir 

is recreated in 1930 Manhattan, the characters begin to cross paths, setting off events 
that spiral further and further out of control. 
 

The cast is made up of many seemingly unconnected characters and at least twenty main 

characters, including Isaac Dian and Miria Harvent, a pair of eccentric thieves; Firo Prochainezo 

and his mentor Maiza Avaro, members of Manhattan's small Camorrista Martillo family; Keith, 

Berga and Luck Gandor, three brothers who manage the small Gandor mafia family, also based 

in Manhattan; Szilard Quates, who recreates an immortality elixir which many characters 

accidentally drink, and his homunculus Ennis; Dallas Genoard, a young thug from a wealthy 

family, and his sister Eve; Czeslaw Meyer, a young boy; mafia hitman Ladd Russo and his 

fiancée Lua Klein; mute bodyguard Chane Laforet; gangsters Nice Holystone and Jacuzzi Splot; 

and the Gandors' adoptive brother Claire Stanfield, also known as the legendary assassin Vino. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narrative_mode
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prohibition_in_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alchemy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_mafia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camorra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elixir_of_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camorra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mafia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homunculus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hitman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fianc%C3%A9e
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muteness




Baccano! 



7)X:Anime, and Y:classic piece of Lit 
 X:Y is an anime series loosely based on _________s classic French novel,Y. 
The story of Y takes place in France, Italy, and islands in the Mediterranean during the 

historical events of 1815–1839: the era of the Bourbon Restoration through the reign of 

Louis-Philippe of France. It begins just before the Hundred Days period (when Napoleon 

returned to power after his exile). The historical setting is a fundamental element of the 

book, an adventure story primarily concerned with themes of hope, justice, vengeance, 

mercy, and forgiveness. It centres around a man who is wrongfully imprisoned, escapes 

from jail, acquires a fortune, and sets about getting revenge on those responsible for his 

imprisonment. However, his plans have devastating consequences for the innocent as well 

as the guilty. 

The general plot of X, while broadly the same as the novel on which it is based, changes 

many aspects of the source material. In the novel, the narrative arc follows the 

____chronologically; in the anime, the story begins with Albert and Franz meeting the 

____on Luna (which occurs, in Rome, many hundreds of pages into the book), and the 

_____’s back story is pieced together throughout the series. The anime's plot includes 
futuristic elements, talking about space travel, computer systems and robots, different fates 

for some characters, the disposal of several side-plots, and an altogether different ending. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anime
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mediterranean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bourbon_Restoration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis-Philippe_of_France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis-Philippe_of_France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis-Philippe_of_France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hundred_Days
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napoleon




Gankutsuou: The 

Count of Monte 

Cristo 



8)Which Series? 
The series follows Sora and his younger stepsister Shiro, two hikikomori who make up the 

identity of Blank, an undefeated group of gamers. One day, they are challenged by the god 

of games to chess and are victorious. 

 

 As a result, the god summons them to Disboard, a reality which revolves around games. Intent 

on maintaining their reputation as the undefeated gamers, Sora and Shiro plan to conquer 

the sixteen ruling species and to usurp the god of games. 

 

There, a spell known as the Ten Pledges prevents the citizens of Disboard from inflicting harm 

on one another, forcing them to resolve their differences by gambling with games whose 

rules and rewards are magically enforced. In-game, rule enforcement only occurs when the 

method of cheating is acknowledged and outed by the opponent, allowing players to cheat 

through discreet methods. Sora and Shiro traverse to Elkia, the nation inhabited by humans, 

and befriend the duchess Stephanie Dola. Learning about Elkia's decline, the two participate 

in a tournament to determine the next ruler; after winning the crown, they earn the right to 

challenge the Disboard's other species as humanity's representative. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Game_No_Life#Sora
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Game_No_Life#Shiro
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hikikomori
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Game_No_Life#Stephanie_Dola




No Game No Life 



Disambiguation Round 

































Poke-Mela! 
Pokemon with a MELA reference 

+10 for getting the Mela reference correct 

+10 for getting the Pokemon name correct 



● Water type from gen 3. 

 

● Emerald pokedex description- 

It is said to live at the bottom of large lakes. Considered to be 
the most beautiful of all Pokémon, it has been depicted in 

paintings and statues. 

 

● Abilities- Marvel Scale or Competitive 
 

● Hidden Ability- Cute Charm 

 

● It evolves from ______ when leveled up with its Beauty 
condition high enough or when traded holding a Prism 

Scale (Generation V onwards). 

http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Evolution
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Level
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Beauty_\(condition\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Trade
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Evolution-inducing_held_item#Prism_Scale
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Evolution-inducing_held_item#Prism_Scale
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Generation_V




Venus de Milo / Milotic 



Psychic- Fire dual type from Gen 5 

Abilities- Blaze, Magician(Hidden Ability) 
Evolves from ____ at lvl36 
Pokedex entry From Y- 

It gazes into the flame at the tip of its branch 

to achieve a focused state, which allows it to 
see into the future. 

Signature Move- Mystical Fire. 

X s a relatively tall bipedal 

Pokémon resembling a 

fox. It is covered in a coat 

of fur that resembles a 

robe; this "robe" is 

primarily dark red, with 

red-orange, flame-like 

markings near its knees, 

as well as a thin tuft of 

white fur on its torso, 

flanked by yellow fur 

draping down from its 

shoulders.  





Delphic oracle / Delphox 



● Hollow, round, Japanese traditional 

___modeled after Bodhidharma, the 
founder of the Zen sect of Buddhism. 

● Though considered an omocha, meaning toy, X has a 
design that is rich in symbolism and is regarded more 
as a talisman of good luck to the Japanese. X dolls are 

seen as a symbol of perseverance and good luck, 
making them a popular gift of encouragement. 

Fire type from Gen5 

Ability- Sheer Force 

Hidden Ability- Zen Mode 

 
Pokedex entry from White- 

When weakened in battle, it 

transforms into a stone statue. Then 

it sharpens its mind and fights on 
mentally. 

 
In its normal state, ______is a mainly red, squat 
ape-like Pokémon. It has long, bushy flame 

eyebrows that curl at the base, and round, 
black-ringed eyes. The upper portion of its tan 
face is separated from the lower portion by a 
diagonal red stripe, and its large mouth sports 
spiked teeth. All these facial features give the 
impression of a manic or angered expression. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_traditional_dolls
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhism
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Zen_Mode_\(Ability\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Stats#Special_Attack




Daruma (Dharma) dolls / Darmanitan 



X is a collection of photographic techniques used to 

capture the phenomenon of electrical coronal discharges. 

It is named after Semyon X, who in 1939 accidentally 

discovered that if an object on a photographic plate is 
connected to a high-voltage source, an image is produced 

on the photographic plate. 

 Y is a dual-type Psychic/Fairy Pokémon, and prior to 

Generation VI, a pure Psychic-type. 

It evolves from____ starting at level 20 and evolves into 

_____starting at level 30 or, if male, into _____when 
exposed to a Dawn Stone. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corona_discharge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semyon_Davidovich_Kirlian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photographic_plate
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Psychic_\(type\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Fairy_\(type\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Pok%C3%A9mon_\(species\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Psychic_\(type\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Psychic_\(type\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Psychic_\(type\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Evolution
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Level
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Evolutionary_stone#Dawn_Stone




Kirlian photography / Kirlia 



It is a dual-type Ground/Ghost Pokémon.  It 

evolves from ____starting at level 43. 

Abilities- Iron Fist, Klutz ,No Guard( Hidden) 

 

It is a bipedal automaton 

Pokémon resembling a suit of 

armor. It is mainly teal in color 

with yellow swirls on its shoulders 

and hands. It has a small head 

compared to its body, and pale 

yellow eyes, one of which turns to 

its left at the bottom, unlike ____'s 

eye, which turns right. There is a 

crack across the chest of the 

armor, which is patched 

diagonally with a brown object 

resembling a belt. It has a crystal-

like formation on each shoulder, 

and there are large bangles on its 

wrists and ankles. It has a Roman 

armor-like "skirt" and flat feet 

beneath. 

http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Ground_\(type\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Ghost_\(type\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Evolution
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Level




Golem / Golurk 



X is a dual-type Bug/Flying Pokémon From Gen3. 

It evolves from ____starting at level 22. 
It is a light-blue Pokémon with two pairs of rhombus-shaped wings. These wings allow it to fly in 

any direction, but it cannot fly if its wings are wet. Its head is shaped like an elongated teardrop 

with a pink face and round, black eyes with white pupils. It has a pair of large, pink and white 

antennae resembling a pair of angry eyes. These eyespots are used to intimidate its enemies. 

Rainy weather causes its antennae to become heavy and the eye patterns to appear droopy. It 

will shelter itself under trees or the eaves of houses to protect its wings and antennae from the 

rain. It lives on water's edge. 

http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Bug_\(type\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Flying_\(type\)
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Evolution
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Level
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/List_of_Pok%C3%A9mon_by_habitatWater.27s-edge_Pok.C3.A9mon
http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/List_of_Pok%C3%A9mon_by_habitatWater.27s-edge_Pok.C3.A9mon




Masquerade/Masquerain 



MELA PB II 



 1. 



Aaron Swartz 



2.Celebrity fist-fight 

The dispute happened at Rosario Dawson's birthday party at New York 

club,The Plumm in May 2006 when X moved Y's girlfriend's drink, supposedly 

to keep it from spilling. Y, allegedly already steamed about having been asked 

to make room for X's  entourage and enormous hairdo, smacked his arm and 

told him to put it back. The argument escalated into a melee, with Y punching X 

on the cheek. X then played a scheduled set, dedicating the song "You're 

Crazy" to "my good friend Y." 

Id X and Y (photo on the next slide) 





Axl Rose and Tommy Hilfiger 



3.Rock+Fantasy=Orgasm 

THE BACKSTORY: It's no secret that Led Zeppelin loved X(written by W). They even 

sing about "Y" and "Z" in 1969's "Ramble On." So when a mysterious cloaked figure 

with a lantern who seemed to be straight out of  W’s another famous series(not X)  

appeared on the inside cover of their fourth album, many fans assumed it was a figure 

from W's books. 

THE TRUTH: "The hermit" was merely inspired by a figure from a Tarot card. Page 

played the role of the Hermit during a fantasy sequence in Zeppelin's 1976 movie, The 

Song remains the same 





LOTR  

X-LOTR  

Y-Mordor 

Z-Gollum 

W-JRRT 

the other series- The Middle-Earth Series 



4.Movie which holds weird records 

1.Director’s first horror movie. 
2.First American film ever to show a toilet flushing on screen. 

3.Filmed in 30 days. 
4.The score is played entirely by stringed instruments. 
5.This movie typecasted one of the greatest actors.(The only thing 
people know about him is this movie.) 
6.The novel upon which the film is based was inspired by the true   
story of Ed Gein, a serial killer who was also the inspiration for 
Deranged: Confessions of a Necrophile(1974), The Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre (1974), and The Silence of the Lambs (1991). 
7.Walt Disney refused to allow the director to film at Disneyland after 
this movie because he had made "this disgusting movie." 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1273684
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0071408
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0072271
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0072271
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0102926
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000370


Psycho 



5.Paper ignited. 

The X Award is presented by the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of 

America to recognize excellence in screenwriting. Originally presented in 1992 

and given for specific work, the award was not presented annually and was 

dormant from 2001 through 2008, when it was presented for a body of work 

rather than an individual work.Starting with the 2009 award, the Nebula Award 

for Best Script was eliminated and the X Award given in its place. The cast 

bronze statuette references X's famous novel, while the IBM Selectric type ball 

used for the figure's head is indicative of X's stated preference for using an IBM 

Selectric typewriter.(Photo in the next slide). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_Fiction_and_Fantasy_Writers_of_America
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_Fiction_and_Fantasy_Writers_of_America
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_Fiction_and_Fantasy_Writers_of_America
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nebula_Award_for_Best_Script
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nebula_Award_for_Best_Script
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_Selectric_typewriter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_Selectric_typewriter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_Selectric_typewriter




The Ray Bradbury Award 



6.This stinks! 

"Alfie" is a song by British recording artist Lily Allen from 

her debut studio album, Alright, Still (2006).The lyrics 

directly describe Allen's real life younger brother,  criticising 

him for his lazy behaviour.The accompanying music video 

portrayed Allen's brother as a puppet while the storyline 

follows the lyrical meaning of the song.It shows him jerking 

off, smoking weed and all ,which he was doing all day 

anyhow, before he got this great opportunity,because of 

which we know him as X.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lily_Allen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alright,_Still
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_video


Theon Greyjoy 



7)David and Goliath….. 
Ancient Indian paintings can be broadly categorized into two – X & 

Y.   

While X are large works executed on the walls of solid structures  

as in the Ajanta caves , and the Kailashnath  Temple, Y are 

executed on a very small scale for books or albums on perishable 

material such as paper and cloth.  

The Palas of Bengal were the pioneers of Y in India. The art of Y 

reached its glory during the Mughal period. Padshahnama  is an 

important book of the Mughal Y  Painting. 

The Indian state Kerala has exclusive X. These Kerala X painting are 

on walls of Hindu temples. They can be dated from 9th century AD. 



X-Mural  
Y-Miniature 



8)Enough Diablo for today… 

Z is a subgenre of the action video-game  genre, which emphasizes 

hand-to-hand combat.  

In console- and arcade-style video games, the usage specifically 

implies a focus on combat with hand-to-hand weapons as opposed 

to guns. 

 In other contexts it is more general, and an archer or unarmed 

martial artist may participate as fully in Z game, or be as Z oriented 

as an individual or as an armed melee fighter. 

This form of gameplay can now be found in a wide range of action 

role-playing games, including games such as Lineage, Xanadu and 

Diablo.  Z is often mistakenly used to describe beat-em-up games 

such as Devil May Cry, God of War, and Bayonetta. 



Hack n’ Slash 



O.S.Ts, OPs & EDs! 







Shingeki no Kyojin / 
AoT 







Ergo Proxy 







Zankyou no Terror / Terror in Resonance 







Tokyo Ghoul 



        POSTERS EVERYWHERE-1 





A Clockwork Orange 





American Hustle 





Skyfall 





Zero Dark Thirty 





The Godfather 





The theory of Everything 





Argo 





LotR- The Hobbit 



What if Anime Characters Had 
Resumes?! 



D.o.B.- 1 Jan 2058 

Also known as- Francoise Appledelhi 

Hacker Prodigy from Earth 
Age 13 in the series 

Prefers to run with her arms flailing, crawl on the ground, roll in somersaults, or 

walk on her hands. 

Notable Quotes -  
"Satellite from days of old, lead me to your access code!" 

"Ai-ya, what are we going to do, Ein? *You* believe it’s a horrible alien, don’t 

you? (Ein Barks.) Spooooky!" 

"Faye Faye! Smoke Smoke, Faye Faye! Puff Puff, Faye Faye!" 

 

 





Radical Edward/Edward Wong Hau 
Pepelu Tiruvsky IV 



Current Position Held: Captain of the 12th division in Gotei 13 

                    President of the Shinigami Research and Development Institute(S.R.D.I.) 
 
Previous Positions: Third seat of the 12th division 

                                   Vice-President of the S.R.D.I 

Base of Operations: Seireitei, Soul Society 
Zanpakutou: Ashisogi Jizou (Shikai), Konjiki Ashisogi Jizou (Bankai) 

 
Patents: Flesh Bomb, Fresh Mending Drug, Gigai Specialization, Fake Karakura 

Town, Anti- Arrancar Mine, and 14 others 
 
Skill Sets: Nikushibuki( Flesh Splash), Jabarakaina( Snake Belly Arm),  

Nisehada( False Skin), Zanpakutou Modification, Arrancar Resurrection 

 





Kurotsuchi Mayuri 



Won the Rock-Paper-Scissors contest against three other comrades to win 

the opportunity to fight Vegeta. However went second against him. 

 

Gave Goku ‘The Finger’ to flip him off during a fight. 
 

Would have killed Vegeta if not for some idiot baldie.Made up for it by giving 

a crushing blow to the baldie’s head. 
 
Skill set: Ki blast,_____ Eraser Gun, _____ Ultra eraser gun, ____Renegade 

Bomber, _____Fighting Bomber, _____ Boom, ____ Kick, Bakuhatsuha, 

_____Hip attack, _____Death Driver, ____ Mach Punch, and others. 

 
Current Allegiance:  Ginyu Force,Frieza Army. 





Recoome 



Aliases: Heavenly Yaksha( Heavenly Demon), Joker(as an Underworld broker) 

Bounty: 340,000,000 berries ( before Shichibukai) 

Affiliations: ____ Pirates, Shichibukai(former), Dressrosa(former), Underworld 

Occupations: Pirate captain, King of Dressrosa, Underworld broker, World Noble 
Residence: Mariejois, Spider Miles, Dressrosa (all former) 

Devil Fruit: Ito Ito no mi (String String Fruit) 

 

Skill set: 
Complete authority over crew, Active in Underworld trafficking and 

brokering,considerable hand-to-hand combat expertise, specializing in a kick-based 

style of combat, ability to create and manipulate strings, Using his "Parasite" move, 

he can make his victims move to his will by moving his fingers accordingly.  
 





Donquixote Doflamingo 



Amnestrian State Millitary officer stationed in Investigations Office in Central City 

Roy Mustang’s best friend, and supporter for Roy’s secret desire to be Fuhrer. 
Weapon: Push Knives 

Rank: Captain, Lt. Colonel, Posthumous Rank: Brigadier General 
Veteran of the Ishvalan Civil War 

travels from Central City to East City with Major Alex Louis Armstrong in order to 

officially arrest the errant State Alchemist Shou Tucker for a court-martial in the 

capital. 
 

Quotes-  

I have no use for a religion that's been forsaken by its own god. 
"LOOOOKKKK!!!!!!!!!! ELICIA'S SOOOOOO CUTE!" 
"When I return home, I will swallow every horrible thing I have done here and I will 

smile when I'm with her." 

 

http://fma.wikia.com/wiki/Alex_Louis_Armstrong
http://fma.wikia.com/wiki/State_Alchemist




Maes Hughes 



“ Taking Life is my job, and I do it well” 
Aliases: Roberto, Attorney Alfred Baul, Mr. Hesse 

Nationality: German 

Occupations: Bodyguard, Hitman and Henchman 
 

Organized and directed the Massacre of Ruhenheim 

His hopes of seeing the Scenery for a Doomsday were dashed, when Johan Liebert 

stated that he would’nt see it then or ever.4 
Quite interestingly gets laid more than any other character in the series. 

 

Skills:  Excellent shooter, Insane Stamina(as seen in fight with Lunge), Fight Skills. 

 
 

 





Adolf Reinhart 



S-Rank Missing nin, defected from Yugakure and joined the Akatsuki. 
Together with ______forms the Zombie Combo.His inability to die was the 
primary reason for partnership with ____. Since _____couldn't kill him, 
_____didn't need to find new partners after his fits of rage. 

 
Tools: Retractable Spear, Triple-Bladed Scythe 

Jutsu: Curse Technique:Death controlling Possessed Blood 

Religion: Jashin 
Skill Set: Immortality, Jashin rituals, Bukijutsu( Weapon Techniques), Agility in 

evasion( as seen by dodging Shikamaru’s Chakra Blade), Durability/Stamina in 
battles. 
 
Is the only member of Nagato's Akatsuki to have never met Naruto 
Uzumaki 

 

 

http://naruto.wikia.com/wiki/Naruto_Uzumaki




Hidan 



Second Princess of the Britannian Family and Lelouch’s half-sister. 

She is extremely skilled in Knightmare Frame combat and completed the 

establishment of Area 18 shortly before arriving in Area 11 
Also is the Chief General of the Imperial Army & Viceroy of Area 11 (Former) 

Knightmare Frames Used: Gloucester and Akatsuki(used during the Geass 

Hunt) 

Epithets: “The Witch of Britannia” “The Goddess of Victory” 
Leads the hunt for Zero in the first season. 

Quotes- 

 

"You the Japan Liberation Front; You whose time has left behind; You who have 

forgotten basic human decency; You and your dream of a bygone golden age shall 

fall and rot to nothingness." 

"Guilford, don't treat me as though I'm another one of your women." 

"Lelouch the demon is dead! Free his prisoners!" 

 

http://codegeass.wikia.com/wiki/Setting#Area_18
http://codegeass.wikia.com/wiki/Area_11
http://codegeass.wikia.com/wiki/Area_11




Cornelia li Britannia 



Posters Everywhere-2 





Snow White 





Terminator 





Memento 





Inception 





Gravity 



Long Visual Connect 
Each:+10/0 

+10 if you get all 7 correct 

Connect:+160/-80 

            +80/-40 

            +60/-30 

            +40/-20 

            +30/-15 

            +20/-10 

                                                            +10/0 

















Answers 

1)Hunter x Hunter 

2)Yojouhan Shinwa Taikei / The Tatami Galaxy 

3)Paranoia Agent 

4)Parasyte - The Maxim 

5)Hellsing / Hellsing Ultimate 

6)The Girl Who Leapt Through Time 

7)One Punch Man 



Connect-Madhouse Studios! 



Doodles 

Google Tributes 





Satyajit Ray 





Jules Verne 





Leo Tolstoy 





Doctor Who 





Bram Stoker 





Franz Kafka 



The Not-So Anime Round 



1)Id, from tLoK? 
Global militant anarchist organization, founded by Xai Bau as a splinter 

faction of the ____ after the Hundred Year War. 

Agenda is to have the humans and spirits coexist again and usher in a new 

world order by dismantling the established nations and their leaders, which 
they originally planned to do by releasing Vaatu from his prison within the 

Tree of Time, and later by assassinating world leaders and ending the 

_____. 

Members include Unalaq, a waterbending Dark Avatar(the first and only), 
Aiwei, an earth and metal-bending truthseer, Zaheer, an airbender, P’Li, a 
firebender, Ghazan, an earthbender, Ming-Hua, a waterbender.  

http://avatar.wikia.com/wiki/Xai_Bau
http://avatar.wikia.com/wiki/Hundred_Year_War
http://avatar.wikia.com/wiki/Four_nations
http://avatar.wikia.com/wiki/Vaatu
http://avatar.wikia.com/wiki/Tree_of_Time




The Red Lotus 



2)Futurama:The king of allusions 
As Fry, Amy and Zoidberg are heading to Europa, they pass by a monolith that's in orbit around 

Jupiter with an "Out of Order" sign. This refers to the monolith orbiting Jupiter that ____passes 

through in ______. 

When the Planet Express crew signs onto the internet, the "Sunrise" fanfare from Richard Strauss' 

_____ plays and Fry utters the words "My God...it's full of ads!". The music is popularly associated 

with _____, and Fry's line refers to _____’s final transmission before he enters the monolith: "My 
God...it's full of stars...". 

Bender and Fry are institutionalized at the "___ Institute for Criminally Insane Robots", a reference to 

the the malfunctioning ____ from ____. 

As Leela opens Fry's coffin, she encounters a tunnel of light similar to what ____sees as he passes 

through the monolith. ______plays over the scene. 

The Planet Express ship computer is represented by a glowing red camera eye, a clear reference to 

____. In addition, the glowing red central core of the Planet Express computer is identical to ___'s 

central core from the film. Bender also sings "Daisy Bell" while on a date with the ship, which ___ 

sings while he is being shut down. Also while Fry Leela and Bender are in the shower it 
represents ____and ____in the pod talking about shutting down ___'s brain. Although unlike the 

___ the Planet Express ship can not read lips. 

http://theinfosphere.org/Philip_J._Fry
http://theinfosphere.org/Dr._Amy_Wong
http://theinfosphere.org/Dr._John_A._Zoidberg
http://theinfosphere.org/Europa
http://theinfosphere.org/Planet_Express_crew
http://theinfosphere.org/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Strauss
http://theinfosphere.org/Turanga_Leela
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daisy_Bell




2001: A Space Odyssey 



3) 
 X is an American animated sitcom created and designed by Mike Judge. 

The show centers on two socially incompetent, rock-loving teenage wannabe 

delinquents, who live in the fictional town of Highland, Texas (or possibly New Mexico). 
They have no apparent adult supervision at home, and are dim-witted, under-educated 

and barely literate, and both lack any empathy or moral scruples, even regarding each 

other. 

 Their most common shared activity is watching music videos, which they tend to judge 
by deeming them "cool," or by exclaiming, "This sucks!" (the latter is sometimes 

followed by the demand, "Change it!"). They also apply these judgments to other things 

that they encounter, and will usually deem something "cool" if it is associated with 

violence, sex, or the macabre.  
Despite having no experience with women, their other signature traits are a shared 

obsession with sex, and their tendency to chuckle and giggle whenever they hear 

words or phrases that can even remotely be interpreted as sexual or scatological. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animated_sitcom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Judge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_metal_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macabre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scatology




Beavis and Butthead 



4)Crossovers! 
"Marge Simpson in: "Screaming Yellow Honkers"" - Homer says "Screw you 

guys!", a reference to one of____'s most famous lines ("Screw you guys, I'm 

going home!"). 

 

"Homer Simpson, This Is Your Wife" - A guy gives Lisa an orange ABC zip-up 

jacket and tells her it zips all the way up, covering her head and muffling her 

voice. This is a reference to ____. But, the jacket is blue, when____'s parka is 

orange. 

 

"Oh Brother, Where Bart Thou?" - Bart, Milhouse, Nelson and Ralph dress up as 

____,_____,____ and ____respectively and meet at the bus stop, and Ralph, 
who has an orange hoodie on, gets hit by the bus. Otto says "Oh my god I killed 

___!” 

 

http://simpsons.wikia.com/wiki/Marge_Simpson_in:_"Screaming_Yellow_Honkers"
http://simpsons.wikia.com/wiki/Homer_Simpson
http://simpsons.wikia.com/wiki/Homer_Simpson,_This_Is_Your_Wife
http://simpsons.wikia.com/wiki/Lisa_Simpson
http://simpsons.wikia.com/wiki/O_Brother,_Where_Bart_Thou?
http://simpsons.wikia.com/wiki/Nelson_Muntz
http://simpsons.wikia.com/wiki/Ralph_Wiggum
http://simpsons.wikia.com/wiki/Otto_Mann




South Park! 



Fin. 


